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SOFTEL Complete IoT and Smartphone Integrations Portfolio 
 

SOFTEL is enthusiastic about the prospects of providing solutions with our technology partners, within the 

emerging opportunities related to the Internet of Things (IoT). From a Unified Communications standpoint, 

IoT opens the door to a level of device interaction communication, data mining, insights, and Big Data 

analytics to business enterprises, which far exceeds current interaction operations. 
 

Using a combination of Unified Communications services and solutions, SOFTEL delivers integration solutions for Smartphones and wearable 

technologies across a wide range of applications including security, Healthcare, diagnostics, and enhanced communications. Through an 

implementation life-cycle, Smartphone devices and endpoints are interrogated using the same basic methods as IoT. This includes the stages 

of definition, design, development, and integration across an enterprise architecture, using a multitude of technologies, platforms, solutions, 

software, data resources, and interfaces. 

 

 
 

The process of delivery is conducted with SOFTEL’s technology partners, from project and program delivery, through implementation, to 

support and managed services. 

 

 

              SOFTEL IoT Solution Delivery   

 

 

 

 

 

 

                 A Selection of our Business Partners… 
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Smartphone Application Security 
 

Smartphone application security is the unique representation of an individual's characteristics such as a person's voiceprint, facial image, or 

fingerprint. This form of verification provides cost effective, reliable, and secure multifactor authentication and can be used with mobile 

speech, smartphone security access, or photographic applications and in emerging multi-channel environments such as WebRTC platforms 

and Microsoft Skype for Business applications. The core technologies, operating systems, authentication methods, and access rules are held 

separately from endpoint devices, ensuring that remote security is maintained and can be centrally administered and controlled. From 

smartphone application devices, through facilities management security devices to logistics, banking, and Healthcare devices, Biometric 

security is the merging method for identification, authentication, access, and security, through innovations within the Internet of Things (IoT). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SOFTEL works with their technology partners to provide robust Biometric security systems by combining these disparate remote methods 

into an enterprise platform which provides 99.9% lock-out security and 97% first-time access for end users/requestors. 

 

Biometrics in Healthcare 
 

Biometrics in healthcare is a rapidly expanding field, extending beyond hospitals, clinics, and medical centers to personal and “at home” 

devices and communications, through to wearable device technologies. The core technologies, operating methods, authentication methods, 

and access rules for Biometric healthcare devices are held separately from endpoint devices ensuring remote security is maintained and can 

be centrally administered by both system operational staff and healthcare professionals. From smartphone applications, commercial solutions, 

and healthcare devices, Biometric healthcare is fast becoming a de facto method for healthcare monitoring, identification, authentication, 

and access, through innovations within the Internet of Things (IoT). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SOFTEL works with their technology partners to provide robust Biometric healthcare monitoring and action systems, connecting people with 

healthcare experts across the globe by combining these remote methods into standard interaction data streams for an enterprise platform. 
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Skype for Healthcare - SOFTEL Communications in Action for Healthcare 
  

SOFTEL’s recent development and enhancements to a global telecommunications platform for the elderly and hard of hearing follows the 

drive of Government agencies and Insurance/Healthcare providers across the globe, to reduce the levels of Healthcare resources required to 

support these groups.  Working with the Canadian Hearing Society and several world class scientists, recognized for their innovative work in 

auditory research, SOFTEL has introduced a method to enhance the standard features within Skype (with over 660 million subscribers, 

worldwide), by increasing visual communications (supporting sign language solutions) and enhancing verbal communications (supporting 

enhanced text service solutions) for the benefit of the elderly, those with hearing impairment and the deaf.  Enhancing levels of eHealth 

communication reduces the Healthcare infrastructure required to support these groups, by providing effective  communications, reducing 

the needs to travel and meet for consultations or “in person” appointments.  With the introduction of “SOFTEL’s Skype for Senior eHealthcare” 

the real estate, bookings, supporting staff and local administration for Healthcare is greatly reduced, as efficient and effective consultations 

and communications can now take place, remotely for those who are unable to use standard communications methods. The introduction of 

SOFTEL’s methods also aids in the quality of life for the patient, by drastically reducing their travel requirements and wait times. SOFTEL’s 

advancement may at first glance appear minor, however the implications of enhanced communications in the delivery of eHealth services to 

the elderly and the deaf is significant - and this is a rapidly growing area of the population. Further advancements in this area will continue 

to add quality, value and the necessary enhancements in remote eHealth and mHealth services for groups unable to use standard 

communications - and will continue to reduce the Healthcare resources required to provide the same levels of care and support. 

 

We firmly believe that much more can be achieved with the right collaborations and a global focus, with the right vision, the right tools - and 

the right approach to eHealth and mHealth solutions for the elderly, the hearing impaired and the deaf.  We recognize that SOFTEL’s Skype 

for Senior eHealthcare can offer a range of eHealth and communication solutions to issues which are currently perplexing individual national 

Governments - by providing a globally standardized solution. This paper aims to define the issues being faced today - and to propose 

enhancements which will provide quality-assured communications methods for the deaf, the elderly, the hearing impaired on a global 

platform - and increasingly more compelling in world where communications have no borders. 

 

SOFTEL Software & Infrastructure Services 
 

Today's Contact Center environments evolve over time, creating any number of complex elements which form the core of Unified 

Communications. Understanding those elements, knowing how they interact and having the experience to apply continued operational 

enhancement - this is where Software and Infrastructure maturity can make the difference between success and failure.  Keeping everything 

aligned and functional take a good plan - and an even better method of continued delivery.  If you need an experienced, tested and trusted 

Software and Infrastructure Service - maybe it’s time to talk to SOFTEL Communications.  At SOFTEL, we use proven delivery and operating 

methodologies and provide the expertise to manage and implement end-to-end complex and large-scale software and infrastructure 

projects. 

Our SIS Services begin with mapping out your environment - and continue through development, on to delivery of components and solutions.  

Through our Software and Infrastructure development staff, we drive deliverables and take the lead in continued deployments, on the ground.  

Alongside our Technology Partners, SOFTEL provide an ongoing Service of Software and Infrastructure delivery - all of which allows you to 

simply define your business goals. 

SOFTEL experts work closely with a business enterprise in all aspects of an integrated contact center and across UC strategies — from people, 

technologies and processes to operations and Best Practices. We have extensive experience of a wide range of Unified Communications 

Software and Infrastructure Services; 

 

Development Tools Development Tools Development Tools Development Tools Development Tools Development Tools

Software Software Software Software Software Software

Applications Applications Applications Applications Applications Applications

Solutions Solutions Solutions

Technology Platform Technology Platform

Software & Infrastructure Services

Software Software Software Software Software Software

Hybrid Unified Communications (Premise and Cloud)



 

 

 

SOFTEL Software Application Development Services 
 

Today's contact center and Unified Communications omnichannel software application development is becoming more complex with the 

advent of IoT, Big Data analytics, and wearable technologies. Encountering a plethora of platforms, operating systems, devices, delivery, and 

hosting methods makes finding the right balance between functionality and accessibility daunting. Understanding how developed software 

fits in with the overall operations and ensuring it is the best possible fit is where real development experience and management maturity can 

make the difference between success and failure. Ensuring everything is in line with the specifications takes a good plan and a superior 

method of delivery. If you need an experienced, tested, and trusted Software Application Development Service, it’s time to talk to SOFTEL 

Communications. At SOFTEL, we use proven delivery methodologies and provide the expertise to manage and implement end-to-end 

complex and large scale software, application, and infrastructure software and application delivery projects. 

Our services begin with a complete analysis of requirements and continue through detailed designs and development, on to an 

implementation across an enterprise or business. Through our dedicated team of software developers and management staff, we drive 

deliverables and take the lead. We define, measure, assess, implement, and control our custom developments, ensuring a fully flexible 

approach to delivery using proven delivery methodologies. All of which allows you to simply define your business goals. We do the rest. 

SOFTEL experts work closely with a business enterprise in all aspects of an integrated contact center and across UC strategies from people, 

technologies, and processes to operations and best practices. We have extensive software application development experience with a wide 

range of Unified Communications solutions using our extensive set of development tools and methodologies: 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact Center Solution Integrations 

Contact Center Solutions have rapidly evolved in the last 10 years from the straightforward “Voice Channel” to a complex network of 

omnichannels and interactions across many different communications streams. Each industry has its own challenges within the emerging 

channels of device interactions, Biometrics, and telemetry, when it comes to customer support. Companies all want to provide the best 

experience to ensure outstanding customer satisfaction and attain repeat business. Customers’ high demands require companies to provide 

the goods, services, information, and help they want in the form that they want it. During our two decades of successfully integrating and 

implementing contact center and telephony applications, we have developed deep expertise and experience. This has helped our customers 

to attain the delicate balance of proactive, interactive, self-service customer support. SOFTEL has strong integration and implementation 

experience with multi-vendor, inbound, and outbound contact center solutions representing the following vendors and/or applications 

including Cloud-Based Contact Center Application Support | Microsoft Native Skype for Business Contact Center and UCMA support | Avaya 

Inc. | Cisco Systems Inc. | Genesys Telecommunications Laboratories | NICE Systems Ltd. | Verint Systems Inc. | Customer Relationship 

Management Systems (CRM) | Work Force Management Systems (WFM). 

 

SOFTEL offers its expertise and experience in contact center solutions by combining these technologies into an enterprise platform that 

provides integration and implementation life cycle services on platforms from Microsoft, Avaya, Cisco, Genesys, and other peripheral vendors. 
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Integrating Biometric and Telemetry Solutions with Unified Communications Platforms and Solutions 

There is a common foundation between Biometric and telemetry data feeds with the interactions channels for the major Unified 

Communications vendor’s platforms. The basis for each UC platform is to provide a middleware interface between peripheral technologies 

and a core central platform based on the data being produced by each endpoint. The UC solutions available extract and respond to 

information from these endpoints differs among vendors. The end result is to have a working solution available for any data feed. 

 

Hybrid solutions raise the complexity of a platform, exponentially, with underlying endpoint technologies, telecommunications, and network 

infrastructure. Developing more than one solution layer from different vendors produces unique challenges. Defining a standard Biometric 

or telemetric endpoint device and extracting relevant data is one example. The processes involve the operations, content management, and 

knowledge management. The real question is knowing what to do with the information provided. There is the question of which local services, 

resources, or actions need to be invoked to complete the operational processes. Underlying all of this is the infrastructure and data 

architecture required to maintain the information flow. SOFTEL provides expert support for this level of complexity and investigating anomalies 

within these configurations and operations. We are also well placed to provide middleware solutions through software development, SDK's, 

API's, development tools, and data integrations ensuring that each solution, layer, and sub-system is coordinated and matched. 

 

Internet of Things (IoT) Solutions 

SOFTEL is enthusiastic about the prospects of providing solutions with our technology partners within the emerging opportunities related to 

IoT. IoT opens the door to a level of device interaction communication, data mining, insights, and Big Data analytics to business enterprises. 

Wearable technologies, Biometrics, and from a Unified Communications standpoint far exceed current interaction operations. The relative 

simplicity of the traditional call center, beyond the current complexities of the multimedia/omnichannel contact center, is transformed in a 

single step by IoT operations creating the requirement for an IoT ready Command Center; 

 

 
 

IoT convergence enables insights beyond the standards of voice and multimedia/omnichannel presence. Identifying and connecting devices 

and wearable technology data streams to people and processes provides personification, a new stunningly clear profile for the emerging 

Command Center. Modifying generic business rules with personification means being able to tailor every interaction to the individual. This is 

performed by using real-time dynamics based on existing rules and new IoT criteria including location, social, health, wellbeing, biometrics, 

and telemetry. This is just the beginning of the Command Centers’ newest Channel. 

 

SOFTEL has over 20 years’ experience within Unified Communications and contact centers. This level of experience has allowed us to consider 

the shape of the past, combine the emerging technologies which serve consumers today which give us a clear vision of the future of IoT, 

serving both consumers and devices within the Command Center. SOFTEL works with their technology partners to provide new robust 

Command Center channels for both personification and M2M operations by combining IoT devices and data streams into an enterprise 

platform, 

 

Managed Services 

Sometimes technologies designed to increase productivity within an organization can also create levels of complexity and increasing risks 

when transitioning from legacy platforms to virtualized environments. If you find that you are spending too much time managing your 

applications instead of operating them, it’s time to talk to SOFTEL Communications. 

For nearly two decades, we have provided service, support, monitoring, and management of solutions, applications, and devices across 

converged client networks. Our Managed Services monitor IP-based communication system devices, applications, routers, and switches for 

fault/failure and performance events. We resolve incidents and take the lead in co-managing networks of applications across any 

infrastructure from our Network Operations Centers (NOC) as an extension of your IT team. We provide visibility into the state of your network 

through our best-in-class remote monitoring and management platform. Our advanced recording and reporting technology aggregates 

performance, availability, and fault information into real-time, daily, and monthly reports. All of which allows you to simply get on with your 

operations. 

Traditional Call Center…

…Multimedia Contact Center…

…IoT Command Center

…1987 | 88 | 89 | 90 | 91 | 92 | 93 | 94 | 95 | 96 | 97 | 98 | 99 | 00 | 01 | 02 | 03 | 04 | 05 | 06 | 07 | 08 | 09 | 10 | 11 | 12 | 13 | 14 |.15 | 16 | 17 | 18 | 19 | 20 | 21 | 22 | 23 | 2024…

>TELEPHONY > IVR >            > SMS > EMAIL > > WEB CHAT >       > ESERVICES > SOCIAL MEDIA > IOT/IOE > > THE NEXT CHAPTER…. 



 

 

SOFTEL experts work closely with a business enterprise in all aspects of an integrated contact center and across UC strategies from people, 

technologies, and processes to operations and best practices. We have extensive implementation and operation experience with a wide 

range of Unified Communications solutions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Project Governance and Program Management Services 

Today's business challenges are tough. The solutions to overcome these challenges are often complex. The challenges require understanding 

the problems, communicating to the key project stakeholders, specialists, and mapping out a clear path to results. Ensuring things are on 

track is where real project experience and management maturity can make the difference between success and failure. Keeping everything 

moving towards deadlines and business specifications needs a good plan and a superior method of delivery. If you need an experienced, 

tested, and trusted Project or Program Governance and (PGM) delivery service, it’s time to talk to SOFTEL Communications.  At SOFTEL, we 

use proven project management methodologies and provide the expertise to manage and implement end-to-end complex and large scale 

application and infrastructure projects. 

For nearly two decades, we have provided Project Governance & Program Management Services driving, supporting, delivering, and the 

quality control of complex project deliverables across converged client networks. Our PGM services begin with scope and definitions and 

continue through life cycle deliveries, to quality control monitoring measures. Our project, program, and delivery managers, drive deliverables 

and take the lead in coordinating multiple services, providers, platforms and developments. We provide planning and implementation 

records, reports, and status/progress milestones ensuring clear communications between all parties. All of which allows you to simply specify 

your deliverables. 

SOFTEL experts work closely with a business enterprise in all aspects of an integrated contact center and across UC strategies from people, 

technologies, and processes to operations and best practices. We have extensive implementation and operational experience with a wide 

range of Unified Communications solutions and contact center technologies with the means to deliver. 

 

 
 

Software and Infrastructure Services 

Today's contact center environments evolve over time creating complex elements which form the core of Unified Communications. 

Understanding those elements, knowing how they interact, and having the experience to apply continued operational enhancements is where 

software and infrastructure maturity can make the difference between success and failure. Keeping everything aligned and functional takes a 

good plan and a superior method of continued delivery. If you need an experienced, tested, and trusted software and infrastructure Service, 

it’s time to talk to SOFTEL Communications. At SOFTEL, we use proven delivery and operating methodologies and provide the expertise to 

manage and implement end-to-end complex and large scale software and infrastructure projects. 
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SOFTEL experts work closely with a business enterprise in all aspects of an integrated contact center and across UC strategies from people, 

technologies, and processes to operations and best practices. We have extensive experience with a wide range of Unified Communications 

software and infrastructure services. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Software Application Development Services 

Today's contact center and Unified Communications omnichannel software application development is becoming more complex with the 

advent of IoT, Big Data analytics, and wearable technologies. Encountering the plethora of platforms, operating systems, devices, delivery, 

and hosting methods makes finding the right balance between functionality and accessibility daunting. Understanding how developed 

software fits in with the overall operations and ensuring it is the best possible fit is where real development experience and management 

maturity can make the difference between success and failure. Keeping everything in line with the specifications takes a good plan and a 

superior method of delivery. If you need an experienced, tested, and trusted Software Application Development Service, it’s time to talk to 

SOFTEL Communications. At SOFTEL, we use proven delivery methodologies and provide the expertise to manage and implement end-to-

end complex and large-scale software, application and infrastructure software and application delivery projects. 

For nearly two decades, we have provided Software Application Development Services driving, supporting, delivering, and the quality control 

of complex deliverables across converged client networks. Our services begin with a complete analysis of requirements and continue through 

detailed designs and development on to an implementation across an enterprise or business. Our dedicated team of software developers 

and management staff drive deliverables and take the lead. Through proven delivery methodologies, we define, measure, assess, implement, 

and control our custom developments, ensuring a fully flexible approach to delivery.  All of which allows you to simply define your business 

goals. 

SOFTEL experts work closely with a business enterprise in all aspects of an integrated contact center and across UC strategies from people, 

technologies, and processes to operations and best practices. We have extensive software application development experience with a wide 

range of Unified Communications Solutions employing extensive development tools and methodologies. 
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Why SOFTEL Biometric and Telemetry Integration Solutions and Services? 
 

SOFTEL has been providing supporting solutions and services to business enterprises for over two decades working in sectors as diverse as 

Finance, Healthcare, Retail, Utilities, and Transportation. Our knowledge of Unified Communications for both Biometrics and Telemetry has 

benefitted dozens of leading global organizations who operate complex technologies. Coupled with our experience in enterprise 

environments, SOFTEL provides a professional front-line staff with industry level delivery methodology. SOFTEL’s integration solutions and 

services offer superior delivery and attention to detail. We are dedicated to providing a fully encompassing solution delivery service with our 

technology partners while minimizing the impacts to business operations. From single to multiple implementations across platforms, solutions, 

environments, and technologies, SOFTEL supplies, manages, delivers, and supports integration solutions in the present designed for the 

future. 

 

SOFTEL is passionate about providing Best in Class Integration Services to your Enterprise Operations.  To find out 

more about our unique Solutions & Service Packages, contact us today. 
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